
What is OLPC and the XO laptop ? 

The OLPC foundation  has developed XO, a laptop made to support education in developing 

countries. This pedagogical computer is a unique laptop, rugged, low cost, thrifty and 

connected The XO helps the children to learn, explore, create and share while having fun. It 

connects them between each other, to the world and to a brighter future. More information on 

http://olpc-france.org  

« For a better education in Nosy Komba island» 

For the third year, teams from OLPC France and “G du Cœur” 

(ESG Management School’s charity) lead a 160 XOs deployment. 

It occurs in Nosy Komba island, a tiny island, located off the 

northwest coast of Madagascar. Nowdays every children of the 

primary school holds his pedagogical tool (the “XO”).  

 

Our aim for 2012: going further with more computers, 

more training, more network and more children. 

 

Computers: Fifty new XOs will be brought to the site this year. 

They are for the school’s new children, and will replace lost 

equipment and defective XOs. We also plan to establish a repair 

center to perform repairs on site. 

Contact: jonathan@olpc-france.org 

Teachers: One week of training is provided for new teachers, and to further the team of existing teachers. High 

school teachers will be included in the training. It will be an opportunity to share new learning content with the 

teachers, and to build lessons for coming year, teachers & trainers working all together.  
 

 

Children: While the team is present, as every year, an “open school” will be organized so interested children can 

come use and charge their XOs. Competitions and outdoor fieldwork will be implemented. We will create 

opportunities for children who take responsibility to help others, and actively reward those. 
 

 

Network: Our overall aim is reinforcement of the Internet connection installed last year. We will try to consolidate 

infrastructure, both in terms of configuration and monitoring, and in terms of energy–by doubling the number of 

batteries and solar panels. Workshops will be organized for kids and teachers empowering Internet learning inside 

and outside the classroom. 
 

 

High School Pilot Project: To investigate continuing deployment of XOs in the high school, in addition to just the 

primary school, a pilot class of twenty will be implemented over the course of the year.  

XO laptops   15,000€ 

Netwok and infrastructure   5,000€ 

Power   3,000€ 

Transport et logistics   5,000€ 

TOTAL  28 000,00 € 

BUDGET 

We need sponsors 
Help us making it! 


